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My invention relates to improvements in a col 
lapsible structure and more speci?cally it is di 
rected to a means for folding an item of square 
or rectangular shaped furniture into a more com 
pact unit for ease in carrying and/or storage 
when same is not in operational use. ' 

While I have shown the device of my inven 
tion as applicable to a child’s play yard, it is to 
be clearly understood that the construction is 
not to be limited thereto, it being equally applica- ~ 
ble to a variety of furniture pieces such as cribs, 
cradles, tables, beds or the like, and to a variety 
of other structures such as animal kennels or 
'coops, exercising or amusement arenas, and to 
the broad class of receptacles, including boxes, 
crates, shipping containers, and the like. 
The principal object of my invention is direct 

ed to the provision of a foldable structure, the 
parts of which are so arranged for folding or col 
lapsing relative to each other that the movement 
of certain parts automatically initiates movement 
on the part of other related parts whereby the 
device changes from an open-operating position 
to a collapsed non-operating position. 

It is to be appreciated that the direction of» ef 
fort in this invention has been to provide an auto 
matically folding or collapsing structure which is' 
smooth in its functioning, the mechanical mo 
tions being such that once initiated all compo 
nents or elements readily contribute to the ac— 
tion simultaneously with each other. 
My invention also consists in certain new and 

original features of construction and combina 
tion of parts hereinafter set forth and claimed 
in conjunction with the annexed drawings which 
illustrate a certain form of embodiment thereof, 
which form is deemed preferable and is a spe 
ci?c disclosure for the purpose of illustrating one 
embodiment of the invention by way of an ex 
ample since the same has been found in practice 
to give satisfactory and reliable results. It is to 
be understood that the various parts of which the 
invention consists, can be variously changed 
Within the scope of the appended claims without 
departing from the broad aspects and spirit of 
the invention and that same is not limited to the 
precise arrangement and organization of the in 
strumentalities as herein shown and described. 
To the above cited and other ends and with the 

foregoing and various other novel features and 
advantages and other objects of my invention as 
will become more readily apparent as the de 
scription proceeds, my invention consists in cer— 
tain novel features of construction and in the 
combination and arrangement of parts as will be 
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2 
hereinafter more particularly pointed out in the ’ 
claims hereunto annexed and more fully de 
scribed and referred to in connection with the 
accompanying drawings wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a top plan view of a child’s play yard 
in the open or operating position showing cer-_ 
tain features of my construction; 

Fig. 2 is an end elevational view 
yard shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the play 
yard along the line 3——3 of Fig. 1; and 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of the play 
yard along the line 4-4 of Fig. 1. 

of the play 

In the following description and claims, vari-._ 
ous details will be identi?ed by speci?c names for 
convenience. These names, however, are intend 
ed to be as generic in their application as the 
art will permit. 
Referring now to the drawing more in detail, 

in which similar characters of reference indicate 
corresponding parts in the several ?gures, and 
referring more particularly to the preferred form 
of my invention selected for illustrative purposes, 
I have shown a play yard although it will be un 
derstood that the device of my invention could be 
a crib or a shipping receptacle or similar article 
equally as well so long as adapted for the folding‘ 
or collapsing functions, which are the primary 
concern of this description. , 

The play yard as shown includes a pair of horia 
zontally-extending lower end rails l0 and I2 
spaced opposite from and parallel to each other. 

Horizontally extending upper end rails l4 and 
I6 are disposed above the lower end rails l0 
and I2 respectively. 
A plurality of vertically extending connecting 

bars l8 connect the respective upper and lower 
end rails on each side of the structure. It will 
be understood, however, that these rails may, 
if desired, be connected by other types of con 
struction so as to provide, for example, solid side 
walls or walls of other types, all such as are well 
known and form no part of this invention. 
An upper and lower end rail and the con 

necting member or members therebetween com 
prise what wil be hereinafter referred to in this 
speci?cation as an end member. 
A vertically extending corner post 20 is pro 

vided at each end of each of the end members. 
In each instance, the respective lower and upper 
end rails are ?xed thereto in any conventional 
manner, as is shown in Fig. 2. 

Pairs of opposite and spaced lower and upper 
side rail members and connecting bars there 

vbetween are similarly provided on each side of ~ 
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the structure so as to provide what will be 
referred to as side members much in the same 
manner as in the case of the end members here 
tofore described. 
The side members are hingedly connected at 

their opposite outer ends to the adjacent posts 
20 by means of hinges 2| whereby a square or 
rectangular shaped receptacle or structure is pro 
vided when the structure is in the open position. 
The side members distinguish from the end 

members not only in the important respect that 
the side members are hingedly connected to the» 
respective adjacent posts but also in the respect 
that each of the side members is sub-dividedv 
into halves or sections 30, which‘ halv‘esor- sec—> 
tions are hingedly connected to each other by 
means of hinges 3‘? whereby‘the sections-311.011v 
each side of the structure are foldable inwardly 
relative to each other and relative to the opposite 
end members in a manner as is clearly shown in 
U. S. Letters Patent #2,489,188 issued to Henry 
J. Landry on November 22, 1949. 
By reference to that patent, it will be under 

stood that the structure may thus be changed 
from an operating or open position whereat the 
opposite end wall members and opposite side wall 
members are spaced away from each other to a 
non-operating or collapsed position whereat the 
opposite end wall members are brought toward 
each other and are separated by the folded sec 
tions of the side wall members. 
The members 20 are so ?xed relative to the end 

members and are so hingedly connected to the 
side members that the lower extremities 2! of the 
members 26 extend downwardly below the plane 
of the lower edges of the side and end members 
whereby legs are provided and the main body 
structure is held up off the floor. This is partic 
ularly desirable where the structure is used as a 
play yard or crib for a baby in which instance it‘ 
is desired to avoid drafts close to the floor which 
may adversely affect the health of the baby. 
A floor or base (the construction being a ?OOI‘ 

in the case of a play yard, crib or cradle and 
being a base in the case of a receptacle) coin- 
prises a pair of ?oor members 40 and 42. These 
members are pivoted by means of hinges “and 
45 to their respective lower end rails i9 and I2, 
as shown in Fig. 3. 
Members 49 and 42-aregenerally triangular 

in form. and have their apices pointing toward 
each other. Member, 40 isprovided with apair 
of wing members 5! and 52 and member dZ-is 
provided with a pair of wing members 53-.and.54. 
The wing members are generally. triangular 

in shape and are of such dimension that-the 
members lit and I12 and the wing members 51, 
52, 53 and 511 when placed in a horizontal plane 
side by side in the manner shown by Landry 
generally cover the area de?ned within the op 
posed side and end members ofrthestructureh 
The wing members 5!, 52, 53 and 54. are hinged 

to the respective adjacent member 49 01:42 by 
hinges 56. 
The wings 5!, 52, 53‘ and 54 have outen un.~ 

hinged free edges adjacent the respectiversec 
tions of the lower side rails. 
the wings are not joined to the adjacent .sections 
of the lower side rails, all for reasons as will be 
presently observed. They are supported relative 
thereto by means of straps subsequently to be de 
scribed. An improvement over the afore 
mentioned Landry construction has been ob 
tained in the elimination of a hinged connection 
between the wing members and the adjacent 
lower side rails inasmuch as ‘in movements ‘from\ 

That , is tov say, ,, 
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an open to a collapsed position there are move 
ments of the wing member relative to the re 
spective section of the side members. Special 
hinges having slots to permit certain sliding or 
shifting motions of one element relative to the 
other have thus heretofore been necassary and 
these have been objectionable due to frequent 
malfunctions. 

According to this invention, the wing members 
not being connected to adjacent frame members 
there is free movement of the wings during move 
ment of the parts between open and closed posi 
tions. The wing members in no way prevent 
proper functioning of the relatively hinged side 

" rail sections. 
An operating member 60 is secured to the un— 

dersideof the ?oor member 42 as shown in Fig. 3 
and has an inner extremity 62 which extends 
beyond member 42 so as to underlie a portion 
of the adjacent ?oor member 49. The outer 
end portion of member 69 is recessedat- 64 on 
its upper side so as to permit the extension of, 
member 60 outwardly beyond the rail member 
l2 as shown in Fig. 3. 
A pedal member consists of a foot engaging 

portion 68 and» a‘ pair of parallel side faces 61 
which extend downwardly and away from the 
footportion S6. The side faces 87 have lower 
ends 68 or extremities which are offset oran-.-~ 
gularly disposed relative thereto. as shown in 
Fig. 3, andthese ends are‘ ?xed to opposite sides 
of the member 60 as by screws 65 or the like.‘ 
The ends 68 are notched; as at 10 to provide a’ 
clearance for the rail member 12 as in the case 

. of the driving member 60 as aforementioned 
whereby a pivotalaction'of‘member 69 and the 
pedal member fixed thereto relative to the rail 
member 52 is made‘ possible by hinges 46. 
The construction and relation-of parts is such 

that as the foot engaging portion 66 of the pedal 
member is engaged by the foot of ‘the operator‘ 
and as the same is depressed downwardly; to a‘ 
lowermost position as shown in dot-dash lines 
in Fig. 3, the. ?oor member. 42518: urged upwardly 
pivoting on_the-hinges> 46 relative to the rail 
member - i 2 ‘and ‘thereby shifting from; its operat: 
ing position in- the horizontal plane to its non. 
operating position in the vertical plane. 
There is also provided a‘ connectinglinkll. 

which may be, madeof any suitable, material and 
which has one extremity connected in‘ pivotal re 
lationto theinner extremity ?gi'ofgthe operating 
member 60 by meanslofg suitable attachment "M 
such as a pin or; the usual design. Member, 12'; 
has its opposite‘ extremity held vinlpivotalirela,~ 
tion'to a bracketzmember 16 which is» ?xed» to the. 
underside. of ‘ the, ?oor _ member 40‘ as by rivets; l 8 

or the-like; 
The link ‘I2. is of Suchtension that asthe ope 

3-, crating member?? is urged upwardly toits ver 
ticalposition, the‘ linkv 12i is- simultaneously. aca 
tuated upwardly causingv floor member. 40‘ to. 
pivot. upwardly'upon its hingemembers Mxrele 
ative to~.-the adjacent end'wall member andiurgl~ 
ing same tobemoved inwardly toward‘ the op 
posite end‘ wall‘ members i in. front of‘ whichv thev 
operator is standing; 

It‘ will‘ be appreciated: that while the‘ pedal 
member is being-depressed so'as ~- to acccmplish 
the aforementioned movements,’ the operator at‘ 
tains the desired leverage by manually grasping 
the end wall member nearest‘ to him, prefer 
ably the upper end rail' is whereby the same-is 
held stationary relative to thefloor- and; the; op; 
posite end raili member-is urged toward him: 
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It will also be understood that casters‘ ‘(not 
shown) may be secured to the lower extremities 
of the posts 20 so as to facilitate these move 
ments relative to the base, floor or ground area 
upon which the structure is placed. 
Thus actuating the operating member brings 

about the elevation of ?oor members 40 and 42. 
Simultaneously therewith, movement of the 
hinged sections of- the side rails inwardly be 
tween the end rails is accomplished by means 
now to be described. 

' Additionally, elevator members in the form 
of ?exible straps 80 are provided beneath the 
adjacent inner edges of the floor members 40 
and 42 and have their opposite free ends ?xed to 
the respective sections of the lower end rails 30 
as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. Brackets 82 in the 
form of angles are ?xed to the members 30 by 
screws 84 or the like. The ends of the straps 
80 are carried over the top. portions of the an 
gles and are ?tted between the angles and the 
members 38 where they are held secure by means 
of the'fastening means 84. Other means for se 
curing the rails to the straps may be provided. 
The midsections of the straps 80 are secured 

to the underside of the respective ?oor member 
40 or 42 so that as the floor members are ele 
vated from their horizontal to their vertical po 
sitions, the strap members simultaneously are 
actuated so that they pull the respective sections 
of the side wall members inwardly. 
The sections of the side wall members on each 

side being hinged to each other as aforemen 
tioned, a movement is effected whereby the sec 
tions move inwardly together so as to obtain the 
desired collapsing action. 

It will here by understood that the wing mem 
bers 5|, 52, 53, and 54 are in no way connected 
to the respective sections'of the side wall mem 
bers. The wing members do seat upon the straps 
in horizontal position thereof. Since opposite 
ends of the straps are secured to the side rail 
sections, the inner adjacent edge portions of the 
floor sections are supported so that the central 
portion of the ?oor which is most used is ade 
quately supported. 
The various components of my invention hav 

ing been described, I shall now describe the op 
eration of my construction. ' 
When the operator presses upon pedal 66, a 

pivotal action is initiated as the inner end of the 
operating member 60 is urged upwardly carry 
ing therewith the ?oor member 42, which pivots 
upwardly upon hinges 46. Simultaneously, a 
similar pivoting action is initiated in the case of 
floor member 40 which pivots upwardly upon 
hinges 44, this action being produced by means 
of the extremity 62 of the member 60 which ini 
tiates the movement of the floor member 40 up 
wardly as the floor member 42 is urged upwardly. 
As member 42 continues upwardly, link 12 is 
pulled upwardly so as to urge the member 40 to 
hinge upon the hinges 44. 
As the floor members 40 and 42 are raised about 

the axes of the respective hinges 44 and 46, the 
respective pairs of wing members being hinge 
ably and pivotally connected thereto are simul 
taneously raised upwardly. 
As the floor members are raised upwardly, the 

sections of the foldable side members are simul 
taneously moved inwardly, by the action of the 
straps 80 and 80. 

It is to be appreciated that all of these actions 
are simultaneous with each other so that as the 
?oor members are urged upwardly to the sub 
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6 
stantially vertical positions, the wing members 
are similarly‘ elevated to ’ substantially vertical 
positions to the point whereat the ?oor members 
and respective wing members are folded or col 
lapsed inwardly between the opposite sides which 
are brought toward each other to provide a col 
lapsed structure ready for carrying or storage. 

Conversely, when it is desired to open the struc 
ture from the collapsed or folded position to the 
open or operating position, the ends need only be 
separated from each other. Such a separating 
action urges the ?oor and wing members down 
wardly by their own weight as the sections of. the 
side rail members are moved outwardly. 

It will be noted that the floor members are 
elevated from horizontal to vertical position by 
operating mechanism arranged for positive ac 
tion on the main floor members 4!! and 42 and 
that simultaneously therewith the side rail sec 
tions are moved inwardly by upward movements 
of said main ?oor members. In this way, the 
wing members do not function with an elevating 
action which tends to cause buckling thereof 
and the wing members not being attached to any 
rail members they do not interfere with or con-_ 
trol the relative movement of other components. 
It will also be noted that the straps 80 have a 
dual function in that they not only function to 
draw the side rail sections inwardly but provide 
supporting means for inner edge portions of the 
?oor members which is important in structures 
of this kind. 
The invention may be embodied in other spe 

ci?c forms without departing from the essential 
characteristics thereof._ Hence, the present em 
bodiments are therefore to be considered in all 
respects merely as being illustrative and not as 
being restrictive, the scope of the invention being 
indicated by the appended claims rather thanlby 
the foregoing description, and all modi?cations 
and variations as fall within the meaning and 
purview and range of equivalency of the ap 
pended claims are therefore intended to be em 
braced therein. 
What it is desired to claim and secure by Let 

ters Patent of the United States is: 
1. A foldable construction comprising in com 

bination, a pair of separate end members, a pair 
of separate side members each including a pair 
of sections hinged together at their inner edges 
and hinged at their outer edges to outer ends of 
said end members and adapted whereby the pairs 
of side members may be disposed in folded ad 
jacency between said end members in the folded 
relation of the construction and in extended ad 
jacency forming a rectangle with said end mem 
bers in the non-folded relation of the construc 
tion, a pair of floor members each having a lon 
gitudinal edge hinged to one of said end members 
and provided with transverse free end edges, wing 
members adjacent the opposite free end edges of 
said ?oor members having inner edges hinged 
thereto and provided with free edges adjacent 
and opposite thereto, and a pair of elevators each 
having outer ends connected to said side members 
and each having a mid section connected to one 
of said ?oor members,.all adapted and arranged 
whereby in movement of the parts form a non 
folded to a folded relation and as said end mem 
bers are moved together said elevators are caused 
to pull said side members inwardly. 

2. A folding construction comprising in com 
bination, and end rail member at each end of the 
folding construction, a pair of ?oor members each 
having a longitudinal edge hinged to one of said 
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end 1' rail-1 members and- having: wing members 
hingedly secured‘v to ‘its adjacent. transverse" end 
edgeseasiderail member-at each: end of the folds 

construction. including a1 pair-- of" sections 
hinged together atitheir inner adj acent edges and 
hinged atltheir ‘outer-ends'to the adjacent end of 
said iendjrail'; and an ‘elevator connecting two" on: 
positely disposed sections of; said lSldei rail mem 
bers and s'a'i‘d'i ?oor‘ member ' therebetween. and 
supporting the: wing: members , adj acent V thereto, 
alt‘~ adapted and arranged fwhereby ' as said :rloor. 
members} arerswung into‘ substantially'vertical 
positions‘: saidEside‘ rail‘members are moved me 
wardly by saidfelevatorss, 

3: Affoldableconstructioncomprising in- com 
bination; axpair oi i'spacedg'en'd ‘members; a pair’ of 
spaced sideememberszeach‘ including a pair .of :side 
sections hinged- together"- at. their inner. edges and 
hinged’, "at their-outer ends to outer , ends of said 
enddn'embers andthepairsiof .side sections being 
disposed i in _ close folded adjacency between said 
endrmembers in the folded relation ‘ of the con 
strnctio'm a ‘pair of “floor members each having a 
longitudinal edge hinged to one of said end mem 
hers-and provided with transverse free end edges,‘ 
wings?add‘acentthei-opposite free end edges of said 
?oorl-members-having. inner edges hinged thereto 
and'provided'witmfree edges adjacent and op 
posite-thereto, and-elevators independent of and 
suportingi' each: ot'said wings: and , each having 
outerrends connectedjo theoppositely disposed 
side rail sections and an inner portionconnected 
to; a;- free edge portion of the‘ one of‘ said floor 
members adjacent thereto, all adapted and 
arranged-‘whereby movement I of ‘ parts from a 
non-folded‘to't'asfolded‘ relationthe sections of 
said? side: members- are: moved inwardly. by said‘ 
?levatorsa‘ 

4.- A-ifoldable construction comprising in com 
bination; a pair-of ‘separate end members, a. pair - 
ot~»'separate~-si'de‘members eachmcludling a pair 
of?sections hinged ‘together at their inner edgesv 

en 
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andihingedi' atrtheir ‘outer'qedges to the adjacent 
outeri'endsl of: said end‘ members, a- pair , of floor 
members each havinga longitudinal edge hinged 
to. one of said endmembers and provided with 
opposite transverse free end edges, wing mem 
bersiadjacent the-“freeend edges of said ?oor 
membersmhaving inner edges hinged thereto,‘ and 
aupain. of elevators each having the outer ends 
thereof connected to the adjacentside members 
and; each having an-._intermediate portion con 
nected to adjacent floor members, all. adapted 
and arranged whereby inmovement of the parts 
from a non-folded to a folded relation said'en'd. 
members are moved together and said elevators 
are caused to pull said side members inwardly. 

5. A foldable construction comprising-Yin com‘ 
bination'; a pair of spaced end members, a-pair. 
of spaced side members each including a pair of 
side'sections hinged together at their inneredges 
and hinged at their outer ends to outer ends of 
said end members, a pair of floor members each 
having a longitudinal edge hinged to one of said 
end members and provided with opposite trans 
verse-free end edges, wings adjacent each of the 
freeend edges of said ?oor members having inner 
edges hinged thereto, and a pair of elevators in 
dependent of and supporting each of saidwings 
and each having outer ends connected to the 
oppositely disposed side rail sections and an inner 
portion connected to a free edge portion of the 
one of said ?oor members adjacent thereto, all 
adapted and arranged whereby in movement of 
parts from non-folded to folded positions the 
sections of said side members are moved inwardly’ 
bysaid elevators. 
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